For your purchases, you can count on 80 years of experience of one of the most prestigious Companies
in the distribution of the most renowned design’s signatures in Italy.
Every product we propose is original and authentic. You can ask everything you need by email, fax or
phone. We will get in touch with you promptly to clarify any additional informations we may need to
proceed.
Prices
Prices are taken from the official italian pricelist and are intended vat and tax free. Custom duty and/or
tax due in your Country are not included in our offer price, unless you ask us for DDP delivery.
Packaging
SPECIAL CARTOON PACKAGING suitable for container and ground transportation are given by
INTERNI free of charge to all customer for abroad shipping.
Cost for wood box packaging will be provide under client request.
Shipping and Logistic costs
Shipping costs are to be consider excluded unless different specifications in our final offer. Detail of shipping costs to final destination accordingly to weight, volume and value of products purchased will be
provide by our Logistic Department together with shipping options (ground-sea-air) jointly with expected
transfer time. Through International trustworthy forwarders we can manage port/airport delivery as well
as door-to-door delivery.
Products are always shipped with ALL-RISK insurance coverage. In case they are delivered with packaging damage while receiving goods, we ask you to inform us in order to open the claim and we proceed
with substitution.
Logistic costs in Italy such as: collecting of the products from the different suppliers, storage of the goods
in our own warehouses, ALL-RISK insurance of the goods till the shipping date, products and packaging
final check before shipping with pictures report of packaging status are always in clusive in our net quotations.
Time production
If you have bought throught our “special offer” the goods are ready in our warehouse, otherwise any
product is made 'piece by piece', personalized on cutomer's request and product after your confirmation
of the order. Usual time for production is from 30 to 90 working days according to product specification
and manufacturer process.
Due to the nature of our products, personalized by each customer and made one by one, we cannot
accept 'cancellation' after we have started the production.
Payment Conditions
By bank transfer. Instalment are requested according to order step.
Additional services
We can offer you, both the shipping of the goods and a tecnical support for the assembly or, if you prefer,
we can send you the entire assembly team.
You can also required a relief on site.
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